Protein Arrangement Effects on the Exciton Dynamics in the PE555 Complex.
The environmental coupling of the phycobiliprotein antenna complex PE555 and its excitonic energy transfer mechanisms are studied in detail. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed followed by calculations of the vertical transition energies along the classical ground-state trajectory. To this end, the distributions of energy levels for the PE555 complex were found to be similar to those of the PE545 complex despite the clear differences in the respective protein structures. In the PE555 complex the two αβ monomers are rotated by ∼73° compared to the PE545 structure leading to a water filled channel. Moreover, the connections between the bilins, which act as pigments in these aggregates, and the protein show clear differences in the two structures. Analyzing the coupling of the individual chromophores to the protein environment, however, yielded similar spectral densities in the two protein complexes. In addition, the partial transition charges of the involved bilins have been determined in order to calculate the electronic couplings using the transition charges from electrostatic potentials (TrEsp) method. For comparison purposes, the couplings have been extracted using the point-dipole approximation as well. On average the coupling values predicted by the dipole approximation are slightly larger than those from the TrEsp method leading to enhanced population decay rates as tested in ensemble-averaged wave packet dynamics. Moreover, the exciton dynamics in the PE555 structure is significantly slower than in the PE545 complex due to the smaller coupling values induced by the dissimilar arrangements of the monomers.